Communication

Communication is one mind’s
perception of a message that
another mind has expressed.
Animal Communication
Human Communication
Human
Language
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1.2 Background Knowledge
Success in communicating the mind’s intention will depend on the person’s
Background Knowledge, which includes the following four kinds of
knowledge:
1) Knowledge of how to communicate,
2) Knowledge of what can be communicated,
3) Knowledge of others who are able to understand the communication, and
4) Knowledge of how the physical environment will impact the
communication.
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Knowledge about Communication
Knowledge about Topics & Facts
Knowledge about Other People
Knowledge about Physical Setting
Conscious Intent of Communication
Unconcsious Intent of Communication

Semiotics
The Nuts and Bolts of Communication
Semiotics is the study of all possible signaling systems.

Expressive Modalities:
There are five basic expressive modalities of communication:
image, o dor, sound, taste, and texture.

Perceptive Modalities:
There is a one-to-one correspondence to perceptive modalities.
All are related to the five senses:
hearing, sight, smell, taste, and touch.

Perception of
Communication

Physical Context
Physical Context is the setting for the communication.
It surrounds the expression and perception of communication.

Physical Context (Setting)

Pragmatics - Doing Things Through Communication
Not all communication seems to serve a purpose,
but in general terms, communication accomplishes goals.
Meaning Versus Communication
Meaning is independent of communication.
What one mind intends
need not coincide with the other mind’s understanding.
Expression and Perception Versus Meaning
Expression/perception of communication are distinct from meaning.
The words that are used in communication
don’t actually contain any meaning at all:
it is the perceiver’s mind that determines a meaning.

Variation in Communication
Intention Versus Incidence

Intention is the expression of communication toward specific perceivers.
Immediate Versus Delayed Access

Immediacy is the perception of communication at the time it is expressed.
Amount of Interactivity

Interactivity is the ability of the perceiver to reply to the initiator.
Simultaneous Occurrence of Variables in Communication

Each of the three communication variables (Intention, Immediacy, and
Interactivity) plays a role in every communication situation.
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Interacti v e Examples
Talking with someone, face -to-face or b y
+
phone
+ / – Attending a lecture; Watching a play or
other performance
Hearing your name over an airportʼs Public
–
Address system; Seeing / hearing someone
say hello to you on a live broadcast
Exchanging E-Mail with a friend; writing
+
letters back and for t h
Seeing / hearing so meone say hello to you
–
on a recorded broadcast; Reading of a Last
Will and Testament
Watching a live satellite-broadcast lecture or
–
television show (along wit h a thousand
other people)
Hearing / watching a recorded lecture o
r
–
performance; Reading a book; Watching a
recorded television broadcast
+ / – Hearing / w atching other people converse
face-to-face or by phone
Hearing another personʼ s name over an
–
airportʼs P.A. system; Seeing someone say
hello to someone else on a live broadcast
Reading two other peopleʼs E -mail or letters
–
to each other

“+” means the condition is present,
“-“ means the condition is absent,
“+/-” means the condition may or may not be present.

Review Questions
1. What is the definition of communication?
2. What is the definition of Semiotics?
3. What is the definition of Pragmatics?
4. What is the difference between conscious and unconscious intention?
5. List several examples of unconscious intention in communication.
6. What are the four components present in any form of communication?
7. What four factors combine as Background Knowle d g e ?
8. How are Culture and Background Knowledge related?
9. What five variables constitute Expressive Modalities of Communicati o n ?
10. What five variables constitute Perceptive Modalities of Communicati o n ?
11. Which three matched sets of Expressive and Perceptive Modalities are the most
easily manipulated for communication?
12. In what ways can the Physical Context impact upon communication?
13. What is meant by the following phrase: “Meaning is independent of
communication”?
14. Which three factors (beginning with the letter “I”) have additional impact upon
communication.
15. Identify the +, -, or +/- features for the following scenario: Reading questions written
in a textbook.

Suggested Activities
1. Describe five different facial expressions that can be meaningful in your native
culture and identify the possible meanings for each. Are there any circumstances
where the same facial expression may have a different meaning?
2. List ten different gestures or body postures that can be meaningful in your native
culture and identify the possible meanings for each. Are there any situations where
these gestures or postures may have a different meaning?
3. List ten different meaningful sounds in your native culture that are not actually
words and identify the correct use of each (ex. “Shhh” is a common sound made to
indicate that people should be quiet).
4. Observe the natural body postures of people talking to each other. What different
kinds of postures can you find? What might these postures indicate about the
communication that is taking place?
5. Identify twenty different things that are in your current physical context. Out of the
things you have identified, how many are the result of another mind’s expression?
How many of the twenty items do you perceive as meaningful ?

